ESCAPE FROM TRASH MOUNTAIN
TOUR-READY INFO SHEET
Tech specs and other info available on request

An exciting collaboration with melbourne-based Trash Puppets, Escape From Trash Mountain is a poignant
look at how good relationships and fervent optimism are the key to saving our planet. The show’s central set
piece is a large mountain of trash that transforms into a cave and becomes the epic playground for our heroes
to fight trash bats, navigate treacherous ravines, and outwit hideous trash monsters!
Two performers operate 17 different puppets and facilitate all set transformations to bring the show to life and
can be immediately followed by a Trash Puppets workshop where the audience has the opportunity to make
their very own Trash Puppet, guided by our expert puppet-maker performers.

Basic Show &
Workshop Package:

$1470 ex GST

Show only:

$1050 ex GST

Promo Video:
Tech Specs:
Family friendly:
Duration:
Bump In / Out:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5jZxGa93rg&t=5s
Tech and marketing info available here
Suitable for ages 4-12
40 minute show plus 1.5 hour workshop
1 hour in / 1 hr out

plus travel & accom where applicable for locations outside of
metropolitan Melbourne. Touring party of 3.
(Additional shows and or workshops available)

For more info contact Ben Anderson - Producer: ben@benfromnz.com o
 r +61 (0) 432 574 360

ESCAPE FROM TRASH MOUNTAIN
TOUR-READY INFO SHEET

Additional info:
-

Indoor / Outdoor options (suitable shade still required for performers and audience)
Low / No tech options available
Additional shows and workshops available
Accessible to culturally and linguistically diverse audiences (virtually no understanding of
English required to fully enjoy the show!
Sustainability made fun!
Minimum space required 5m deep x 6m wide x 3m high

“...an endearing work of children’s theatre which is irresistibly engaging and clearly showcases the
skill and dedication of its creators...The use of recycled materials in the construction of set, props
and puppets is stylishly executed and the underlying message of sustainability is ever-present
without feeling forced or over-indulged...”
- Heath McIvor (Sammy J & Randy)
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